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sp~cial
Chattanooga Symphony makes special
guest appearance in Great Hall
If concerts at Covenant used to be an

Dr. J. Oliver Buswell to speak
in chapel series next week
The student council this week announced
the coming visit to the campus of Dr. J.
Oliver Buswell Jr. Dr. Buswell will be
at Covenant Tuesday through Thurs!iay,
Thursday,
1 6 -1 8 , and will speak both in
November 16-18,
extended chapel services and informal
evening meetings. The schedule for the
o f Dr.
three days and the subjects of
Buswell’s sermons and informal talks will
Buswell's
be distributed to the student body within
the next few days.
Dr. Buswell is one of the patriarchs
of the Reformed Presbyterian Church,
having had a vital role in its founding and
a significant voice in its leadership ever
since. Now in semi-retirement, following
several years ago, he
a severe stroke sever:il
nevertheless remains active in preaching
and teaching, and his keen mind and wit
and godly life never fail to be an inspirinspir
ation to those who meet him.
Buswell , born in 1895, was the
Dr. Buswell,
cha pl in to serve in the American
youngest chaplin
forces in World War I and received a
Presidential citation for his efforts in
B. A. from
the conflict. He earned his 8.
the University of
o f Minnesota in 1917 and
then in succession his B. D. from Mc
MchisM.A.
M.A .
Cormick Theological Seminary, his
from the University of Chicago, and his
Ph.D.
University.. He
.D. from New York University
Ph
has also received the Doctorate of Law
and Letter from Houghton College and
the Doctorate of Divinity from Dallas
Seminary.
Theological Seminary.
In 1926 Dr. Buswell assumed the
o f Wheaton College.
College, making
presidency of
pre:sidcnt
him the then youngest college president
in the United States.
States. He held this post
until 1940 ,rnd
and under his sure guidance
col
Wheaton's enrollment tripled and the rnllege
awarded accreditation.
accreditation . It was
lcgc was :iwardcd
also during these years that Dr. Buswell

,

assumed a primary role in the opposition
to modernism within the Presbyterian
Church.
In 1940 Dr. Buswell left Wheaton to
take the post of
o f Professor of Systematic
Theo
Theology and Apologetics at Faith Theological Seminary in Philadelphia. While
still at Faith he became president of the
National Bible Institute, later to become
Shelton College.
In' 1956
I 956 he left Shelton to become the
In·
Theodean of the then new Covenant Theo
logical Seminary. He retired from the
faculty of
o f the Seminary in 1970 and now
is Dean Emeritus of that institution.
o f numerous books and
The author of
papers, Dr. Buswell is perhaps best known
Theo
for his two volume A Systematic Theoo f the Christian Religion recently
logy of
republished by Zondervan in a single volvol
ume.
Well known for his boundless energy
and enthusiasm, his love of activity, his
command of the Greek and Hebrew Bible,
his unwillingness to waste even a moment
o f ScripScrip
(as is evidenced by the amount of
ture which he committed to memory
while sitting in waiting rooms or walking
in the outdoors he so loves), and his
bulldog character when standing for what
he believes to be true, Dr. Buswell is
gener
respected and loved by an entire generation of conservative Christians.
Men of the character of Dr. Buswell
are a dyin
dyingg breed
breed.. So much more im
port
importarc
ant it is then for our generation to meet
thee benefits
and listen to this man and read th
of the wisdom and g_
godliness
indiv
odlincss of an individual whom God has used in such a mighty
way in the twentieth century
century..
Dr. John Sanderson remarked in an
article in the Refimw::cl
Reform ed Presbyterian ReRe
porter of February of 1966.
1966, an issur
issue
11orter

oasis in a cultural desert, we are now in a
proverbial jungle.
conIt used to be a rare event when a con
cert or any other performance was given
in the Great Hall. On an average weekend
there was nothing scheduled, not even a
Student Association meeting.
Due to the hard work ooff Dr. Canfield,
Mr. Hamm, and others, there has been a
fantastic increase in the number (and
quality) of cultural events presented at
the college. Now there is a performance
nearly every weekend, and most of them
are free of charge.
On November 18 Covenant College
will present its most ambitious cultural
e t-th e Chattanooga Symphony
venture yyet-the
Orchestra, in concert with guest artist
Thomas Christian, violin. The concert
will take place in the Great Hall.
Thomas Christian is a young (twenty-

A
reconmendation on the
.A.. reco~rnendation
use of Sunday afternoons
CovHow many of the students here at Cov
tryenant are aware of the difficulties of try
ing to talk with people who are many
years older than themselves? Or the
encour
difficulty of trying to give help or encouragement to someone for whom it appears
there can be very little or maybe no help
or encouragement that is of any value?
Or to try to say something pleasant like
“ cheer up, it could be worse”
worse",, to someone
"cheer
who is obviously experiencing a great deal
of ppain-and
ain-and you know that, for all your
efforts, you are failing in what you are
trying to do?
On the other hand, how many of us
know the feeling ooff being faced with a
seemingly impossible task, such as this
one, yet . being aware of the fact that,
because the Lord is on our side, moving
in us and speaking through us, what we
have to say or do for elderly and sick
people really can be and is of tremendous
dedicated to Dr. Buswell on his seventieth
birthday, "It
“ It takes grace to mold a manysided character like Dr. Buswell's: a
scholar who discusses with ability res
calle·d by old and
extensa, yet one who is called
young alike 'Uncle
Buzz'; an energetic
·uncle Buzz’;
leader in church affairs who could, and
did,
did , occupy the pulpits of the . largest
continent , but who
churches on the continent,
preached just as faithfully to a congreg
congregation
atio n huddled temporarily in a rented
dancehall or Masonic Temple. In this
dancchall
issue we are
arc thinking of young people
and of children who are following their
heroes and dreaming their dreams of
them we are
bravery . To them
success and bravery.
urging-add
urging- add this man to your collection
heroes. Follow his God, preach his
of hrrocs.
message, and dream his dreams. But
never fo
rg et- you cannot do it alone.
forget
Only God can make a man of God."

one years) Viennese violinist who has won
rehigh acclaim in Europe and, more re
Christcently, in the United States. Mr. Christ
ian will perform the Paganini Violin ConCon
certo No. 1.
The Orchestra will perform works by
Della-Joio and Ralph Vaughn-Williams.
The concert will be performed under the
baton of its director, Richard Cormier.
The concert is largely being subsidized
by the federal government, but Covenant
must still pay part of the cost. For this
reason admission prices are as follows:
S.50
$.50 for students, faculty, and staff of
$3.00 for general admission,
the college, $3.00
and $$.50
children. Since there is a
.50 for children.
stulimited number of seats available, stu
tickdents are strongly urged to purchase tick
ets in advance from Mrs. MacGregor at
Tilton
the front desk.
--B.
b . Tilton
value? This is the feeling that many of us
have been getting, as we have been going
down to St. Barnabas’
Barnabas' Nursing Home in
Chattanooga for the past few Sunday
afternoons, visting, in this one ooff many
homes for the aged.
St. Barnabas’
Barnabas' Nursing Home is a nice
one, according to the patients who are
there, and most of the people we have
talked to are satisfied with the care that
they get there. Still, many.are
many are very lonely
and depressed and are doing nothing more
than waiting for the day when they will
die.
So, the Student Council is sponsoring
a program where interested students can
go down, either to this nursing home or
to Erlanger Hospital and spend a few
hours on Sunday afternoons visiting sick
and elderly patients. The nursing home
has, very willingly, opened its doors to us,
allowing us to visit any of its patients, as
well as to
to take charge of a short vesper
service there at least once every five
weeks. We have taken part in that service
for the past few Sundays, and have been
very blessed by being able to sing with
the elderly people, and share our testi
testimonies, telling ooff the fantastic love of
Jesus for us. And we have found them to
be very open and eager to see us and hear
us and talk with us.
arc still many problems that
There are
we are facing, especially having to do
with transportation to and from the city
every Sunday afternoon. We very much
need at least one or two other drivers,
as long as the interest for this type of
service continues. Still, we are trusting
in the Lord, believing that He is in concon
trol ooff all ooff this, knowing that He will
do all in accordance with His will, and
make use of what we have to offer, to the
praise and glory ooff His wonderful name.
name .
We need much prayer, for wisdom, for
discernment, for the ability to show
comfort and love where it is needed, and
we are confident that if the Lord goes
with us in this, then what we do will be
of infinite value.
_m
McRae
-N.. McRae
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Theoretical athletics
There seems to be a perennial difficulty associated with intercollegiate
athletics here at Covenant that inevitably gets knocked around each year—
yearthat is, the problem of winning, or not so much the problem of winning
as such, but more the difficulty of
o f harmonizing an attitude of necessarily
winning almost for its own sake with a proper Christian perspective on
the ideology of athletics. In fact, the problem of how to approach athletics
from a Christian viewpoint is a very trying one and is worthy of signifigant consideration by all. This is so because there are two aspects of
this difficulty when properly understood: one which would concern the
athletic department and the other the entire school itself in the role of
spectator.
Consider for a moment what would be the result, practically speaking,
of
o f an attitude which over emphasized the necessity of victory. Within
the athletic department the consequences would be manifested off the
fieldfield— an overly competitive attitude among team members resulting in an
absence of fellowship or togetherness and a decided favoritism on the part
of
o f the coaching staff toward those players which are most useful, i.e., the
ones that win the games-as
games—as well as on the field-the
field—the necessity to win
regardless of
o f the means used and attitudes displayed toward the opposing
team. In other words, everything would have to be sacrificed, if need be,
in order to win. Winning would become both the motivation and ultimate
goal of any athletic endeavor and degradation of people who make up the
opposition would be easily over looked.
Again, from the point of
o f view of the spectators, an obsession with
victory would mean acceptance of
o f nothing less. Of course if their team
sense,
lost, there would be nothing they could do about it in an ultimate sense
but nevertheless there would be no resignation to the fact of defeat. Su~h
Such
an attitude would bare itself during games in actions like booing the referees
o f assanine and
and other team vociferously and spewing forth all sorts of
universally ignorant comments on how the game should be played or
called. The proverbial Saturday evening center half-back or looby-chair
referee response would link.
link the attitude during the game with the highly
provincialistic one displayed between games, i.e., the attitude of "lording
“ lording
over” anyone else b'
because
“ we are the best”
communic
best".. A self-erected communicit over"
ecause "we
ations barrier would soon arise around such a group of fans that would
o f athletics but would also
not only exclude any meaningful discussion of
very succinctly alienate anyone on the outside trying to say anything else.
Yet another difficulty arising from an overemphasis on winning would
be internal. It would be embodied in a conflict between the athletic and
civilian populations. Eventually, if there were a tremendous emphasis on
winning that did not produce the desired results, the spectators would have
wouldn’t
to face humiliation from the outside. Their lording it over others wouldn't
have much force. So, they would be a bit upset. Hence, any given
athletic team would constantly be under pressure from the civilian body to
win, resulting in tirades of
o f abuse and criticism if there were a defeat and,
Win,
depress
if the team should win as is expected, there would result an equally depressive silence.
But such an attitude toward winning would of
o f course be purely hypoth
hypothsake. That
etical. No one would really pursue victory merely for its own sake,
would prove to be a most ridiculous assumption.
o f the contingent and
Try, how, to transfer your mind from the realm of
possible to the realm ooff the real and actual. When this has been done how
o f our attitudes toward athletics.
free we are to pursue the real nature of
attem pt to structure a proper
The first result of such a pursuit is to attempt
framework in which to develop an athletic ideology. Such a proper
o f action involves a clear and distinct definition of first the motivmotiv
course of
ation behind athletics and secondly the immediate goals, both definitions
to be contained within the larger framework which has previously been
erected. This larger structure is of course the Christian outlook on the
o f life of
o f which athletics.
athletics is a part. The different
many facets and areas of
areas of involvement which occupy our lives are unified by a comprehensive
world and life view, in our case Christianity. How wonderful it is that
we consistently apply our Christian ideals to every practical aspect of
our existence.
By thus implementing our universal principles to our day by day actions, ·
we see that any motive or goal of athletics is immediate and not final.
Any final or ultimate cause is related directly to the source of Christian
principles—God. When we speak, therefore, of causes while
universal principles-
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attempting to define an ideology of athletics, we are concerned with
immediacy and not ultimacy, always keeping in mind
however , that the
mind,, however,
glo~y
glory of God is our necessary foundation.
Now we are able to talk again about the problem of winning as we
try to understand a proper perspective on athletics. The problem of
winning is a problem
probll!m involving confusion and sometimes identification of
the "motives"
“ motives” of athletics and on the other hand the “"goals".
goals” . A "motive"
“ motive”
in P1e
the sense we are using it is a down-to-earth cause, a driving force from
within pushing outward. It is an efficient cause which sets the standard
of action and reaction within the individual in a given athletic event. It
is a pre-established directive and attitude which guides and motivates. On
the other hand, a "goal"
“ goal” is a final cause or ultimate purpose (remembering
of course that we are still thinking in the context of
o f immediacy). It is
the end toward which the actions within an athletic event strive. Seen
together, a "motive"
“ motive” is the subjective propulsion behind the actions and a
"goal"
“ goal” is the objective end toward which the actions strive. This may
seem at first to be at best an artifical distinction if not a non-existent one
and that is because when trying to ascertain the "reasons"
“ reasons” for an action on
the athletic field, "goal"
“ goal” and "motive"
“ motive” seem meshed together. However,
this is not really the case because the "reasons
“ reasons behind"
behind” an action and the
"reason
for" an action can be distinguished in a subjective and an objective
“ reason for”
sence. If you still insist that this is an artifical distinction, it is in the sense
that it is being made for purposes of
o f clarity apart from the real foundational
or ultimate scheme of things. We have purposely removed athletics from
the universal framework in order to get a better look at it while always
remembering what we have done.
Such a purely theoretical clistinction
distinction is most obvious to everyone as the
real backbone of their thinking on athletics and thus easily verifies the
fact that the problem with winning must be a purely hypothetical case. It
is simple enough to deduce the practical maxims from such a theoretical
base and it is hence most obviously seen that everyone necessarily follows
this ideal.
To return to the realm of the practical involves jumping back into the
real cosmos and in our case recognizing its Christian interpretation. ThereThere
fore, the motivations for someone pursuing athletics are the results of a
regenerate heart and are part of
o f the nacessary
necessary process of glorifying God.
The immediate and simple objective goal is to win. Why then should we
let sin upset this process? There are actions, which implies that there is
something more than passivity involved, but as Christians we certainly don't
don’t
have any trouble dealing with any sin which might distort the active
steming from the regenerate heart. After all we're
we’re really
processes sterning
pretty good.
--Ed.
Ed.
Right?

Indian princess Pale Moon, pictured above, gave a concert last Saturday night at the
college. Her i>_rogram
program was well recieved by those who attended and for the most part
~allege.
it was an evening well spent. There was also a concert last Friday night featurin
featuring
1t
Miss Jubin on the piano, preceded by an orchestra and choral piece.
g
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THE COVENANT COLLEGE DRAMA CLUB PRESENTS

Antigone
directed by Jim Wildeman
An adaptation of Sophocles famous play by Jean Anouilh
translated by Richard Hagwood
November 19, 1971
8:00 p.m. in the Great Hall
Admission:
Adults $1.00
Students $.75

The Adam and Eve complex
Genesis 2:25, "Now
“ Now although the man and his wife were both naked niether
ashamed.”
of them were embarrassed or ashamed."
Strange but true, we Christians who are redeemed have forgotten that
although we cannot become naked physically, our liberation in Christ
God's children.
helps us to become naked mentally and spiritually as God’s
What am I talking about? A four letter word which has to do with
a social engagement between two persons of the opposite sex. Foreign
as that word may seem here at Covenant, realistically it is one of
o f the basic
problems on our campus {or
(or should we say · the lack of
o f it is one of
o f the
basic problems) at this time. And so praise G
od, it is about time we all
God,
put our cards on the table, for Christ said "You
“You shall know the truth and
the truth shall make you free."
free.”
Firstly we shall deal with the simple but true problems or reasons for
the lack ooff dating:
1)
“ I don't
don’t have a car, and even if I did have a car, there is no place
l) "I
to go except maybe Dade County."
County.” {which
(which is a no-no)
2) "I
“ I don’t
money.”
don't have any money."
I’ve never dated before.”
before."
3) “"I've
marriage."
4) "Dating
“ Dating is only for playboys or guys who are looking for marriage.”
“I’m looking for that one special woman and she hasn’t
hasn't shown up
5) "I'm
yet.”
yet."
This school is so small, who needs to date? You see the same
6) “"This

day."
girls every day.”
that’s enough for now. (Pardon me while I throw up!)
Okay, that's
Now let’s
line and get to the rest of
o f the problem. I
let's go down the line.
believe it is this: we live in a society where the male is always dominent,
not the leader but the master. There is a difference, you know {or
(or maybe
didn’t). Although there is a leader, the other person in the group is
you didn't).
just as important and also has an important role. But being a master, it
is like being shepherd ooff the sheep. In order to feed on this myth, we
have ways of
o f carrying things out, which leads to our subconsciously thinking
ooff the woman as just a sex object, not a fellow human being of whom God
has done just as much, if not more {in
(in some cases) gracious work as in the
“ list of qualifications"
qualifications” of what a Christian
male. We Christian men have our "list
female should be like in our quest for marriage. JJt's
t’s pretty strange, but
how many guys would pray with a sister as they would with a brother?
on."
Why not? “"Because
Because she is a girl
girl,, stupid, and I could easily get turned on.”
Maybe the reason you get turned on isn’t
’cause you're horny, but because
isn't 'cause
you think ooff that sister as a sex object
obj ect with the indowment that will
satisfy a man. But you overlook the best part, that she is a human
o f aid to you. You
creation of God with great thoughts that can really be of
worry about a car, a place to go,
money . The Blink is too crowded,
go , or money.
the Chateau is messed up, Chattanooga isn’t
isn't exactly the New York City
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of the South (even if it does have a rich Indian heritage).
If you took time to honestly talk with your sisters, you would
find that a good many ooff them don't
don’t care if you and your date sat in
the fireplace ooff the lobby (slight exaggeration), and would gladly go, if
Shoney's or any other place in order to get a
need be, dutch-treat to Shoney’s
date. You see, because the girls are the ones who are supposed to be
asked out, they must sit around and wait for us guys to make a move, but
by the tirpe
time we do, they must comb the cobwebs out ooff their hair. We
are Christians and we should come up with some social activities to do
doesn't mean we have to "stay
together. Because we "pray
“ pray together”
“ stay
together" doesn’t
guy
a
that
myth",
together”
“ be fruitful and multiply m
yth” ,
together",, that is the old "be
them in college or
and girl should start looking for the one God has for them
at that age, then they should get married, not for love, but because she
is a Christian and he is a Christian and that will carry them through. And
( not sexual pleasure during marriage, of
so they must have children (not
which children, praise God, are the blessed results). We do not let our
love become fruitful, we just multiply.
Another strange thing on our campus. Have you ever realized that
when you take a girl out on a date, you very seldom get to really know
her, but the friend that you talk to in the lobby, you and she "let
“ let it
Something’s wrong with our idea of dating, I
out" mentally? Something's
all hang out”

maybe.
think, maybe.
Really fellows,
fellows : there are so many free things on campus that a guy can
there's nothing to do.
take a girl to, its really quite ridiculous to say there’s
It is however a shame (I believe, as a black Christian) that dancing, which
can't
can be so much fun, is labeled "sin".
“ sin” . But I guess if two Christians can’t
handling
then
one?"
right
the
Is this
one?”
pray together without thinking: “"Is
the m
yth of
o f dancing at this point would be like a baby eating a T-bone
myth
truthsteak (just
Gust not big enough to handle it yet). In all frankness and truth
the, white culture not the black, so
fulness, dancing is a hangup in the
anytime you brothers want to groove with us, praise God, were waiting.
Now that we have sort of played around with the ridiculous, but true
excuses, lets stop fooling ourselves and get to the heart ooff the matter.
We are afraid . As Mr. Anderson stated once in a chapel message, we
are afraid to love, for to love anyone, be they brother or sister, means that
we are subject to be hurt. To love means that we are not glad in a lie
W.e are afraid that someone
but rejoice in the truth, what ever that truth be. We
else may find out what we are really like and that they may not like, or
may even attack that truth about us. So, the glass wall goes up and we
smile. What we forget is that sooner or later that glass gets smuged and
dirty and it is more ugly then if we showed our true selves. Perhaps we
need to re-examine ourselves before the Spirit ooff God, using as our
measuring rod, 1 Cor. 13, which speaks of God's
God’s love as being "in
“ in spite
Spirit
and
o
f
’
not
“
because
o
f
’.
Let’s
work
jobs
leave
the
Holy
our
on
"because of'. Let's
of'
His. That is to grow, to reach together as brother and sister the perfection
of Christ and let the Holy Spirit at His time in His way change that
brother or sister to husband and wife. May God do to us spiritually and
mentally what He did physically to Adam and Eve and may we rejoice in
the work · Christ is doing in each other instead of being embarrassed or
--R.
R . Ailes

ashamed.

CALEN DAR
SCOT CALENDAR
Thursday 11
8:00 p.m. Freshmen Basketball,
8:00
Berry, away
8 :00 p.m. Basketball, Lincoln
8:00
Memorial, away

Tuesday 16
6
:0 0 p.m. Freshmen Basketball, Lee
6:00
College, here
8 :0 0 p.m. Basketball, Lee College,
8:00
here
A First
10:00 p.m. Dr. Buswell: A
Report on the Conflict with
Hand Repon
Modernism in ·the
the 1930's

Friday 12
C.A .C. film,
film. Shame
8:00p.m. C.A.C.
9:30
p.m.
Hayride
9:30

Wednesday 17
Day of Prayer
8
:3 0 p.m. Dr. Buswell: Eschatology
8:30

Saturday 13
2:00
T .I.S .A . Soccer Champ
Champ2:00 p.m. T.I.S.A.
ionship Game: Covenant vs. King
College, away
7:30 p.m. Faculty Forum

Thursday 18
8
:00 p.m. The Chattanooga SymSym 
8:00
phony Orchestra concert in the
Great Hall

Tuesday 16-Thursday
16—Thursday 18

Friday 19

Dr. J. Oliver
Oliv.er Buswell on campus

8:00 p.m. Drama: Antigone, Great
Hall

(Part III of A Student's
S tu d e n t’s Look at Chattanooga by Randy Nabors will appear
o f the Bagpipe.)
in next week's edition of
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Soccer: respectability now
Soccer:
and hopes for the future
I For all avid soccer fans the end is here.
ColKingColTomorrow the Scots travel to King
| lege near Bristol for the T. I.
1. S. A. champchainp| ionship game which will be the season"s
season’s
I last. King was a "dark
“ dark horse"'
horse" entry into
the game when Tusculum was suprisingly
Al6 - 5 .. Al
upset by Bryan by a score of 6-5
though Bryan doesn’t
soc
doesn"t play the best socupcer around, they have a knack for up
sets—witness the 44—2 double overtime
setsBryan game two
Covenant-Bryan
score of the Covenant2—0 going into
years in which Bryan led 2-0
the fourth period, and also the 44 - 33 dede
af
feat of Tennessee Temple last year af3 -11 in the last quarter.
ter trailing 3-

Slow start no hinderance
basketball team
to optimistic hasketha/1
(E ditor’s note:
note:
w eek’s
's basketball
This week
(Editor's
of
article was written by Don Beebe, one of
the team members. Because no one from
the Bagpipe staff
sta ff was able to attend the
opening games, 1I thought it would be
feasible to allow a basketball player to
express him
self on his team)
team.)
himself
basket
Behind the soccer lines, the Scots basketball team opened up their season last week
with a trip to the Atlanta area. After a
fast and interupted pre-season workout,
the Scots, rusty and slow, went out on the
court against Atlanta Baptist College
where they put out all they col¼,ld
could to
come to a 107-104 defeat. The Scots
looked good at times and then again they
made the minor mistakes that a team
makes this early in the season
season.. UnfortunU nfortun
ately, the mistakes they made that night
cost them the basketball game. Mentally
confused the Scots travelled the next day
to North Georgia College, where they
faced a team comprised mostly of freshfresh
men scholarship players and tried again
to overcome the opponent to grasp the
o f the season. The game
first victory of
started out fast with North Georgia tak
taking the lead with the Scots not far behind.
o f hustling and hard playing kept the
A lot of
o f the first
Scots close at hand for most of
half. Then the second half proved fatal as
the height and the hustle of the NGC
freshman went to work to end the game
in an opening game victory while the Scots
went away again once more engulfed in
defeat.
out
Defeat should not be the major outcome of the season, though the schedule
his
in. Covenant hisis probably the hardest in
tory, playing 31 games against top-notch
o f six
ball clubs. But with the return of

lettermen, the team expects to hustle and
muscle its way to a rewarding season.
Returning starters are Greg Maffett,
underknown for his
hisjumping
jumping and hustling under
neath the boards, Rod Alexander with
the deadliness he has had for the past three
years. Handling the ball will be George
Hopson and Steve Young who can be
counted for hustle on defense and offense.
The fifth position handled by Don Beebe
a fine hustler and outside shooter who has
improved greatly over last year. Captain
Bruce Tilton who normally would start is
again out with a knee injury which will
o f the
keep him from playing the rest of
semester. The strong bench the Scots
have, comprised of Andy Shaw, Dick Hagedorn, and Barry Boals, will be called on
cclorn,
strength
g th
regularly to aid in the cause. The stren°
on the bench could be instrumental in
assuring a rewarding season.
A team meeting the other night resultresult
ed in a lot of cleared up problems and an
“ good” basbas
attitude of wanting to play "good"
ketball. The Scots feel that this meeting
has instilled in them the wanting to play
as they know how and are very confident
now that the tide will soon change when
losiRg.
it comes to winning and losing.
ambitThey will be able to prove their ambit
ions Thursday night when they play LinLin
coln Memorial College. The first home
game will be Tuesday night, November 16,
when they play Lee College at the LookLook
out Mountain Colliseum. Spectators are
welcomed and urged to come out and
support the Scots.
A ttitude, spirit and the will to win will
Attitude,
be the key
College’s basket
basketke:.; to Covenant College's
ball season. Join in the spirit and support
Scots.
the Scots.
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beCovenant has never played King be
fore and under the circumstances it would
not be impossible to envision a defeat,
It's been two
though it is not likely. It’s
Editor: Dan Morton
weeks since the Scots have played a real
game and King has the home field adad Staff:
Staff- Bruce Tilton, Paul Meiners, John
Parker, George Lauderdale, Chuck
vantage.
it's Holliday, Jeff Talley, Jim
But regardless of win or loss it’s
Jim Wildeman,
Covenan_t soccer
Gary Lindley, Debbie Wallis, Max Armes
obvious by now that Covenant
Black ,
has established itself, at least in the South.
Typists: Nancy Evers, Naomi Black,
Pat Ralston
The importance ooff the tie with nationally
ranked Campbell is just this: that recogni
recogni- Business Manager: Dan Fearnow
Fearnow
tion of the Scots as a formidable soccer
Layout:
Layout: George Lauderdale
accomp- A
power has to some extent been accomp
rt Work: Mary Schum
Sclium
Art
lished. This does not mean that Coach Photography:
Photography: Pete Mollenkof, Don
Bowman will continue to field great teams
Petcher,
Petch er, Yusuf Masih
and neither does it mean future games
with the likes ooff St. Louis University
or the University of Pennsylvania. But
what it does mean is that Covenant
soccer has attained respectability on a
regional scale and that it should never
Beagain be embarrassed by its record. Be
it's hard
yond this base of respectability it’s
to predict the future of soccer here, but
in all probability Covenant will be a
N .A.l.A.
perennial contender for the N.A.I.A.
accredregionals, assuming ooff course that accred
itation is granted. The possibility ooff a
year's records, at
repeat of the last few year’s
least in the immediate future, seems at
doesn't
this point a bit dim, but this doesn’t
year's team
mean by a long shot that next year’s
will be a walkover.
I think also that over and above the
actual play on the field Covenant soccer
matand athletics in general, has greatly m
at
ured in regard to its Christian image.
Last year’s
year's humiliation to Tennessee
unrevengeyear's almost unrevenge
Temple and this year’s
ful rematch is a sign of this, which is not
to say, however, that the effects ooff sin are
still not visible within the area ooff athletic
endeavor. We still have a long way to go,
but at least we’re
_Ed.
-Ed.
we're on the way.
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LOOKOUT
MOUNTAIN
PHARMACY

Eighth and Market
Chattanooga
Tennessee
T,innessec 37402

Scheduled
delivery
Sch«Juled deliwry
to Covenant

Phono:
Phone: 267 0901

at 10 am and 4 pm.

821-4564
Phone: 821-4564

We're located in the Lookout
Mountain Shopping Center.
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COME AND S
EE
SEE
TH E F
A IR Y L A N D CA
VERNS
CAVERNS
FAIRYLAND
THE
and all the other things there are
to see and do at Rock City!

